TRAVERSE DEVICE USED FOR FLOW FIELD SURVEYS ABOVE AND BEHIND FINITE WING MODELS
This figure shows a sketch of the traverse device used to obtain flow field survey data above and behind a wing model in the 1.17 x 0.46 m Aerospace Boundary Layer Tunnel at the University of Maryland. The wing model used in this test had an aspect ratio AR=4.0 with a 15.24 cm Clark Y-14 airfoil section.
The traverse device allowed a probe to be scanned (spanwise) across the flow field generated by the wing.
At the end of each scan, a secondary traverse unit was used to increment the probe location vertically.
In addition to the hot-wire probe, surveys have also been made with a split-film probe, a Conrad (pitch) probe and a 5-tube probe.
In the near future, a single channel laser velocimeter will also be used to scan the flow field generated by the wing. The view of the data plane is from behind the wing--i.e. as if the viewer were in the diffuser.
The white line in the bottom data image is the horizontal projection of the trailing edge of the wing. The separated wake region is characterized by shades of red and yellow indicating the minimum hot-wire output. This data display is highly qualitative since the hot-wire probe is sensitive to changes in flow speed and/or flow angle.
The formation of a rather diffuse tip vortex can be seen in the bottom data image.
Wake blockage above the separated region appears as shades of pink (maximum output).
The wake flow from the mounting struts can be seen near each wing tip in the bottom data image.
In some sense, this data display can be considered as a form of flow visualization.
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The hot-wire data at the last three stations on the fully stalled wing (a = 28.4", x/c = 1.20, 1.86, 2.70) indicates the gradual dissipation of the separated wake region.
The diffuse structure of the tip vortices may be an indication of a vortex "bursting" phenomenon.
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HOT-WIRE AND PITCH PROBE DATA AT Each color covers a speed range of 8 ft/sec. The lowest speeds in shades of reds and yellows occur in the center of the wake region.
It is interesting to note that the core of the tip vortex is relatively slow (U z 90 ft/sec). A similarity between this data display and the hot-wire data shown in the previous photograph is apparent.
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In this data display, flow to the right (+B) is indicated in shades of blues and pinks, where each shade of color is an increment of 3'. In a similar manner, the subsequent colors are for flows (in 18" increments) going off in other pie shaped sectors. Perhaps someday a wind tunnel operator, will sit in the control room watching a large projection video monitor on which a view of the model has been dubbed in, and shimmering behind the model will be a real time data display being constantly updated with a rapidly scanning laser velocimeter.
When the operator changes the model to a different angle of attack, the data image will gradually change to show the new flow field geometry.
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